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Abstract
Objective. Retinal prostheses evoke visual precepts by electrically stimulating functioning cells in
the retina. Despite high variance in perceptual thresholds across subjects, among electrodes within
a subject, and over time, retinal prosthesis users must undergo ‘system fitting’, a process performed
to calibrate stimulation parameters according to the subject’s perceptual thresholds. Although
previous work has identified electrode-retina distance and impedance as key factors affecting
thresholds, an accurate predictive model is still lacking. Approach. To address these challenges, we
(1) fitted machine learning models to a large longitudinal dataset with the goal of predicting
individual electrode thresholds and deactivation as a function of stimulus, electrode, and clinical
parameters (‘predictors’) and (2) leveraged explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) to reveal which
of these predictors were most important.Main results. Our models accounted for up to 76% of the
perceptual threshold response variance and enabled predictions of whether an electrode was
deactivated in a given trial with F1 and area under the ROC curve scores of up to 0.732 and 0.911,
respectively. Our models identified novel predictors of perceptual sensitivity, including subject age,
time since blindness onset, and electrode-fovea distance. Significance. Our results demonstrate that
routinely collected clinical measures and a single session of system fitting might be sufficient to
inform an XAI-based threshold prediction strategy, which has the potential to transform clinical
practice in predicting visual outcomes.

1. Introduction

Retinal prostheses evoke visual precepts by elec-
trically stimulating functioning cells in the ret-
ina. To use their device, retinal prosthesis users
must undergo system fitting, a process performed
to calibrate stimulation parameters according to
the subject’s perceptual thresholds (Hu and Beyeler
2021). Specifically, a critical process in system fitting
for the Argus II Retinal Prosthesis System (Vivani
Medical, Emeryville, CA; formerly Second Sight
Medical Products, Inc.) involves measuring percep-
tual thresholds using psychophysics. These perceptual
thresholds are subsequently used to scale the amp-
litude of the electrical stimuli patterns delivered to
represent recorded video frames. Current practices

rely on a well-established adaptive up-down staircase
procedure, which predicts perceptual thresholds with
reasonable accuracy based on approximately 100 tri-
als of a visual detection task (de Balthasar et al 2008).
During this procedure, electrodes that fail to elicit
phosphenes or exhibit mechanical issues are deactiv-
ated, preventing their use in future stimulation.

Perceptual thresholds tend to be unstable across
subjects, among electrodes within an implant, and
over time (de Balthasar et al 2008, Ahuja et al 2013,
Shivdasani et al 2014, Yue et al 2015, Hu and Beyeler
2021). This instability remains unexplained by com-
mon implant or retinal tissuemeasurements (Yue et al
2015). System fitting therefore requires perceptual
thresholds to be estimated for each individual elec-
trode and this procedure must be done on a routine
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basis to assure proper functioning of the device. This
makes system fitting a time-consuming process for
Argus II (60 electrodes), but a new approach will be
required to handle future devices with hundreds or
thousands of electrodes (Palanker et al 2020, Chenais
et al 2021).

Although impedances, electrode-fovea distances,
and electrode-retina distances have been suggested to
affect perceptual thresholds (de Balthasar et al 2008,
Ahuja et al 2013, Shivdasani et al 2014), the lack
of accurate, automated threshold estimation frame-
works to datemay suggest that these two factors alone
are far from comprehensive. Further complicating
thismatter, many of the clinical parameters presumed
useful in threshold estimation are difficult or expens-
ive to collect, are prone to measurement error, and
may vary drastically between subjects. It is therefore
paramount to know which parameters are worth col-
lecting. An explainable predictive model (Adadi and
Berrada 2018, Mehta et al 2021) fitted to a longitud-
inal dataset may help elucidate such parameters.

To address these challenges, we set out to develop
explainable machine learning (ML) models that
could:

• predict perceptual thresholds on individual elec-
trodes as a function of stimulus, electrode, and clin-
ical parameters (‘predictors’),

• infer deactivation of individual electrodes as a
function of these parameters, and

• identify significant predictors of perceptual
thresholds and electrode deactivation.

While previous studies have modeled relationships
between clinical measures and perceptual thresholds
(de Balthasar et al 2008, Ahuja et al 2013, Shivdasani
et al 2014), they have assumed a linear relation-
ship between clinical predictors and threshold meas-
urements. In this study, we additionally demon-
strated the efficacy of using lower-biasML algorithms
to model the complex relationships between these
variables. We used SHapley Additive exPlanations
(SHAP) to quantitatively compare the contribution
of each clinical measure across multiple model types,
helping to highlight both linear and non-linear rela-
tionships between these clinical measures and meas-
ures of perceptual sensitivity. Part of this work was
previously presented in Hu and Beyeler (2021).

2. Related work

A handful of previous studies have investigated
factors affecting perceptual thresholds in retinal pros-
theses (de Balthasar et al 2008, Ahuja et al 2013,
Shivdasani et al 2014), focusing on a range of stim-
ulus (e.g. pulse polarity, pulse rate), electrode (e.g.
area), and clinical (e.g. retinal thickness, position of
the implant) parameters.

de Balthasar et al (2008) correlated perceptual
thresholds with electrode impedance, electrode size,
electrode-retina distance, and retinal thickness in six
recipients of the Argus I epiretinal prosthesis. The
study identified impedance and electrode-retina dis-
tance as critical factors for determining perceptual
thresholds, but did not attempt to develop a predict-
ive model.

Ahuja et al (2013) correlated perceptual
thresholds withmean electrode-retina distance (aver-
aged across all electrodes of a subject), the mean
distance of electrodes from the fovea (‘electrode-
fovea distance’), and the dark-adapted full-field light
threshold in 22 Argus II recipients. In addition to
electrode-retina distance, the study identified the
residual light threshold as a critical factor, but did
not attempt to predict thresholds from these factors
on individual electrodes.

Shivdasani et al (2014) correlated perceptual
thresholds with a number of stimulus (return con-
figuration, pulse polarity, pulse width, inter-phase
gap, pulse rate), electrode (area and number of
ganged electrodes), and clinical (retinal thickness,
electrode-retina distance) parameters in three recip-
ients of a suprachoroidal retinal prosthesis (Bionic
Vision Australia). In addition to electrode-retina dis-
tance, the study identified the electrode configuration
as important (lowest thresholds were achieved with
a monopolar return, anodic-first stimulus polarity,
short pulse widths with long inter-phase gaps, and
high stimulation rates).

In summary, all three studies identified the
distance of electrodes from the retinal surface
(‘electrode-retina distance’) as a critical factor, with
electrode size and retinal thickness having only a
negligible effect on thresholds. However, these stud-
ies were either focused on a small number of subjects
(de Balthasar et al 2008, Shivdasani et al 2014) or were
limited to predicting only the mean threshold across
electrodes from a small number of factors (Ahuja
et al 2013). A cross-validated predictive model is still
lacking.

It is worth noting that some of these parameters
are more easily collected than others. For example,
retinal thickness can only be inferred from optical
coherence tomography (OCT) images, which is 1)
difficult to collect as most retinal implant recipients
present with nystagmus, and 2) error-prone due to
electrodes casting shadows on the b-scan (Ahuja et al
2013). It is therefore paramount to know which of
these parameters are worth collecting for the purpose
of threshold prediction.

3. Methods

3.1. Dataset
The models and analyses presented in this work are
based on data collected from 13 Argus II patients
over a period of 11 years (2007–2018) (Hu and
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Table 1. Summary of the Argus II dataset. Clean data: Electrode Deactivation refers to a processed version of the dataset which excluded
trials with missing values or invalid impedance readings. Clean data: Threshold Prediction refers to a processed version of the dataset
which excluded trials associated with deactivated electrode, trials with missing values or invalid impedance reading, and trials with
extreme, outlier thresholds. Data cleaning for electrode deactivation and threshold prediction are further detailed in section 3.5. SF:
system fitting, LT: life time. © [2021] IEEE. Adapted, with permission, from Hu and Beyeler (2021).

Raw data Clean data: Electrode Deactivation Clean data: Threshold Prediction

Deactivated
electrodes

Subjects
Data
points Sessions

Measured
electrodes

Data
points Sessions

Measured
electrodes SF LT Data points Sessions

Measured
electrodes

12-001 892 44 51 865 43 51 8 39 685 42 45
12-004 369 33 49 369 33 49 15 45 139 27 31
12-005 968 32 56 885 30 56 1 6 863 30 56
14-001 308 16 48 292 14 48 5 43 158 13 28
17-002 418 34 52 398 32 52 2 51 210 27 39
51-001 323 22 54 309 21 54 2 48 157 17 28
51-003 299 15 56 287 14 56 39 54 89 13 20
51-009 391 12 54 391 12 54 1 7 381 12 54
52-001 665 24 60 665 24 60 0 0 661 24 60
52-003 490 19 55 490 19 55 12 53 293 17 43
61-001 84 9 28 — — — — — — — —
61-004 426 21 59 426 21 59 0 56 220 19 52
71-002 592 72 51 586 71 51 0 41 407 64 43

Total 6225 353 673 5963 334 645 85 443 4263 305 499

Beyeler 2021), a subset of which was acquired from
the Argus II Feasibility Protocol (Clinical Trial ID:
NCT00407602). This longitudinal dataset consisted
of 6225 perceptual threshold and electrode imped-
ance measurements acquired from 7 implant centers
throughout the United States, the United Kingdom,
Switzerland, and France (table 1; for demograph-
ics see appendix table A.1 and Ahuja et al 2013,
Dorn et al 2013, da Cruz et al 2013). This study
was deemed exempt from institutional review board
(IRB) approval by the IRB at the University of
California, Santa Barbara.

Data cleaning and preprocessing was performed
in accordance with the two tasks central to our
analyses (section 3.3) and is further detailed in
section 3.5. Following data cleaning, reliable data
from Subject 61-001 was extremely limited. Only
83 samples across 28 electrodes were available for
electrode deactivation prediction (15 of these elec-
trodes were deactivated throughout the entirety of the
study) and 36 samples from 13 electrodes remained
for threshold prediction. Given that clean data from
this subject was limited and unlikely to reflect activ-
ity across the entire electrode grid, we omitted this
subject’s data from further analyses. For each of
the remaining 12 subjects, each of the 60 electrodes
was measured on 12–72 occurrences throughout the
course of the study, unless the electrode had been
deactivated. Electrodes that failed to elicit precepts
below the charge density limit or that had imped-
ance readings indicating a faulty circuit were deemed
nonfunctional and deactivated by the manufacturer
(Hu and Beyeler 2021). Electrodes rarely needed to
be deactivated at system fitting (labeled ‘SF’ in table 1,

Clean data: Electrode Deactivation column), however,
temporary electrode deactivation was common over
the lifetime of the device (labeled ‘LT’).

3.2. Feature engineering
Following the work of Hu and Beyeler (2021), raw
threshold and impedance measurements acquired
from the Argus II Feasibility Protocol were supple-
mented with clinical data acquired from literature
and engineered features to establish the datasets used
in ourMLmodeling and analyses. A population-level
correlation matrix for this feature set is presented
in figure 1. Each feature is additionally described in
table 2 and detailed below. These measurements are
acquired with varying degree of difficulty and assume
various degrees of prior knowledge. For this reason,
we followed Hu and Beyeler (2021) to split this fea-
ture set into three subsets.

3.2.1. Routinely collected data
Information regarding patient history, demo-
graphics, and implantation (i.e. ‘SubjectAge’,
‘SubjectTimeBlind’, ‘SubjectAgeAtDiagnosis’, and
‘SubjectAgeAtSurgery’) was reported in previous
studies (Ahuja et al 2013, Dorn et al 2013, da Cruz
et al 2013) or directly from Second Sight. In a few
instances, feature values were unavailable from these
sources and had to be interpolated from known
data (Hu and Beyeler 2021). ‘SubjectAge’ was com-
puted with the precision of one day and recorded at
each clinical visit to retain short-term relationships
between age and perceptual sensitivity.

Implant placement and optic disc location were
estimated using retinal fundus images obtained either
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Figure 1. Feature correlation heat map. Feature data from all subjects were aggregated prior to computing each correlation. Each
heat map cell depicts the Pearson correlation coefficient between a pair of features. © [2021] IEEE. Adapted, with permission,
from Hu and Beyeler (2021).

12 months, 24 months, or 36 months after surgery.
Since we did not have access to fundus images from
each session, we assumed that the implant did not
move over time (Ghani et al 2022). We used a pro-
cedure described in Beyeler et al (2019) and the
pulse2percept software (Beyeler et al 2017a) to per-
form image registration and extract the location of
the implant and each electrode with respect to the
fovea (figure 2). With these locations, we estimated
retinal ganglion cell (RGC) density using a previ-
ously established method (Curcio and Allen 1990).
We note, however, that this method was based on
empirical data from healthy retinas, and therefore
presumed that this predictor would only be a proxy
estimation for true RGC density.

Additional predictors that were available but
omitted from this work include a categorical variable
specifying the clinic at which the Argus II implant
operation was performed for each subject, a binary
variable specifying whether the device was implanted
in the subject’s left or right eye, and the sex of the sub-
ject. Although visual outcomes may also depend on
surgical precision (as complications during implant-
ation could exacerbate fibrosis), predictors relevant to
the surgical center were not considered in our study
in an effort to focus our analyses on factors relevant
to the subject and implant.

3.2.2. System fitting
Device parameters established during system fitting
constituted the second data subset analyzed in this
work. These parameters included operational bounds
set for the device (i.e. charge densities) and calibra-
tion parameters for each of the 60 electrodes of the
device, including perceptual thresholds and imped-
ance recordings. It is during this process that theman-
ufacturer would deactivate nonfunctional electrodes
(as judged by impedance values). Perceptual false pos-
itive rates (the frequency that the subject reported
seeing a phosphene while no stimulation was being
delivered) were additionally recorded at this time
(Hu and Beyeler 2021). As perceptual thresholds can
fluctuate substantially over time, we also computed
the amount of time elapsed since system fitting for
each subsequent visit. Features derived from meas-
urements obtained during system fitting (table 2,
middle section) were only used as features, never as
labels that the algorithm was supposed to predict.

3.2.3. Follow-up examinations
Given the variability of perceptual thresholds over
time, measurements from recent visits are often valu-
able predictors of future thresholds. This was exem-
plified inHu andBeyeler (2021), which demonstrated
that threshold and impedance measurements from a

4
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Table 2. Features (measured and engineered) for perceptual sensitivity prediction. Features are binned according to data subset (i.e.
Routine, System Fitting, or Follow-Up). © [2021] IEEE. Adapted, with permission, from Hu and Beyeler (2021).

Feature Description Precision

Routine

SubjectAge Subject age days
SubjectTimeBlind Estimated time since onset of blindness days
SubjectAgeAtDiagnosis Subject age at first retinitis pigmentosa

(RP) diagnosis
years

SubjectAgeAtSurgery Subject age at time of implant surgery years
ImplantTime Time since implant surgery days
Impedance Manufacturer-provided impedance reading

at each electrode
kΩ

ImpedanceCV Coefficient of variation for impedance
values

float

ElectrodeLocRho Location of electrode with respect to fovea
(distance component of polar coordinate)

µm

ElectrodeLocTheta Location of electrode with respect to fovea
(angular component of polar coordinate)

rad

ImplantMeanLocRho Mean location of electrode with respect to
fovea (distance component of polar
coordinate)

µm

ImplantMeanLocTheta Mean location of electrode with respect to
fovea (angular component of polar
coordinate)

rad

ImplantMeanRot Implant angle rad
OpticDiscLocX Optic disc location (horizontal component) µm
OpticDiscLocY Optic disc location (vertical component) µm
RGCDensity Retinal ganglion cell (RGC) density in a

healthy retina (Curcio and Allen 1990)
RGCdeg−2

System Fitting

FirstImpedance Impedance reading at system fitting for
each electrode

kΩ

FirstThreshold Perceptual stimulus threshold at system
fitting for each electrode

µA

FirstChargeDensityLimit Charge density limit at time of system
fitting

mCcm−1

FirstDeactivationRate Fraction of electrodes deactivivated at
system fitting

float

FirstFalsePositiveRate False positive phosphene perception rate
during system fitting

float

TimeSinceFirstMeasurement Elapsed time since system fitting days

Follow-Up

LastImpedance Impedance reading from previous session
for each electrode

kΩ

LastThreshold Perceptual stimulus threshold from
previous session for each electrode

µA

TimeSinceLastMeasurement Time elapsed previous electrode threshold
measurement

days

patient’smost recent visit, alongwith the time elapsed
since their last visit, enabled accurate prediction of
electrode deactivation. We suspected that these three
features would be significant predictors of perceptual
thresholds as well and therefore included them in our
‘Full’ feature subset.

3.3. Prediction tasks
We studied predictors of perceptual sensitivity in the
context of two prediction tasks:

• Threshold prediction: a regression task in which the
goal of the ML model was to predict the measured
perceptual threshold on a given electrode at a spe-
cific point in time.

• Electrode deactivation: a binary classification task in
which the goal of the ML model was to correctly
predict whether or not an electrodewas deactivated
during at a specific point in time.

Given the available data, these two tasks enabled
us to directly study the impact of each feature on
quantitative measures of perceptual sensitivity by
means of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI).
While we expected that a subset of predictors would
be shared across models, we expected the regres-
sion models to better reveal predictors that contrib-
ute to finer-granularity fluctuations in perceptual
sensitivity.
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Figure 2. The location and orientation of each subject’s
implant was estimated by combining their postsurgical
fundus photograph (A, bottom) with a baseline presurgical
image in which the fovea had been identified (A, top) to
produce a registered image (B;□: foveal pit, ◦: optic disc).
The horizontal raphe (A, white line) was approximated by
fitting a parabola to the main vascular arcade and finding
the tangent to the parabola inflexion point (reproduced
from Beyeler et al (2019). CC BY 4.0).

3.4. Explainable MLmodels
As inmanyneural engineering applicationswhereML
models are used in decision-making processes, it is
critical that the predictions made by the model are
explainable. Specific to perceptual outcome predic-
tion, we aimed to develop models that can inform
clinicians of the most relevant parameters to collect
and how such parameters may be used to automate
stimulus threshold parameterization. In pursuit of
these goals, we considered both linear and nonlinear
ML models.

We leveraged logistic regression (LR) with and
without L1 and L2 loss constraints for electrode deac-
tivation and ordinary least squares (OLS) and elastic
net (EN) linear models for threshold regression (in
the analyses that follow, the regularized LR model is
referred to as LRreg and the non-regularized model as
LRnonreg). Each of these models approximates a tar-
get variable (i.e. a perceptual threshold measurement
or a binary indicator reflecting electrode deactiva-
tion status) as a linear combination of observed clin-
ical measures. The LR classification model applies a
final non-linear transformation to this linear func-
tion to bound the output range to [0,1], reflecting
the model’s confidence that the electrode should be
deactivated. We chose these models both for their
simplicity and explainability. Furthermore, L1 regu-
larization (used in a subset of these models) enables
greater robustness to correlated features. Meanwhile,
in addition to the regularization from any L1 or L2 loss
penalties, we expected that these low-variance mod-
els would elucidate the perceptual outcome predict-
ors that weremost generalizable across subjects in our
logitudinal dataset.

In addition, we used gradient boosting models
(specifically, XGBoost models) and shallow multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) models in our non-linear
modeling analysis. Unlike linear models, whose out-
put is based on a linear, weighted combination of
input feature values, XGBoost models are composed
of ensembles of decision trees (Chen and Guestrin

2016) defined on multiple subsets of dataset fea-
tures, allowing them to capture nonlinear patterns in
the underlying data. Non-linear modeling is accom-
plished in MLP models via a composition of linear
transformations that are interleaved with non-linear
activation functions.

In modeling our data, we aimed to discover the
most salient features relevant to perceptual sensitiv-
ity, whether these relationships were linear or not.
Furthermore, these models were used to establish
benchmark results for electrode deactivation and per-
ceptual threshold prediction.

The contributions of features to each model’s
predictions were evaluated using SHAP (Lundberg
and Lee 2017), a post-hoc analysis technique com-
monly used to compute the relative contributions of a
sample’s parameter values to its prediction. As SHAP
analysis is model-agnostic, it is applicable to linear
and non-linear models in both electrode deactiva-
tion and threshold prediction tasks. Although these
models can be explained through their fitted para-
meters, SHAP enables a more direct comparison of
the predictive behavior between models with varied
parameters and assumptions about the underlying
data. Additionally, SHAP offers insight into a model’s
decision at the granularity of a single test sample,
regardless of model architecture.

In the analyses that follow, LR, OLS, and
EN models were implemented using scikit-learn’s
LogisticRegression, LinearRegression, and ElasticNet
APIs (v1.1.2). XGBoost models were implemented
using the XGBClassifier and XGBRegressor APIs
of the XGBoost package (v1.6.2). MLP models
were built, trained, and evaluated using TensorFlow
(v2.11.0). Bayesian hyperparameter optimization was
performed using the scikit-optimize package (v0.9.0).
Supplementary material and code to run the mod-
els and generate the figures can be found at https://
github.com/bionicvisionlab/2023-ArgusThresholds.

3.5. Model evaluation and comparison
A significant challenge in developing ML models for
biological data is the inherent inter-subject variabil-
ity of such data. It is not uncommon for a data dis-
tribution from one subject to be divergent from the
data distribution of another (appendix figure A.1). To
estimate the performance of our proposed electrode
deactivation and threshold predictionmodels on data
from unobserved subjects, we therefore employed a
leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) analysis as follows: for
each of the twelve subjects, we instantiated a new
model, trained the model on data from the remain-
ing eleven subjects, and generated predictions exclus-
ively for the data of the held-out test-subject. Model
training, validation, and testing strategies are fur-
ther described below and summarized in appendix
table A.2.

For regularized linear and gradient boosting
models, we performed Bayesian hyperparameter
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optimization (Snoek et al 2012) in a nested LOSO
cross-validation loop to estimate the posterior prob-
ability distribution of an objective score (electrode
deactivation: F1 score, threshold prediction: R2

score). This nested LOSO cross-validation loop was
executed in amanner similar to the evaluation loop—
in each cross-validation fold, data from one of the
eleven non-test subjects was withheld for validation
testing. The hyperparameters that yielded the highest
cross-validation objective score across all validation
folds were then selected and the model was re-fit to
the training data from all eleven subjects prior to eval-
uation on the held out test subject. Hyperparameters
optimized for the LRreg classification model included
‘C’ and ‘l1_ratio’, controlling the total regulariza-
tion strength and the portion of this regularization
contributed by L1 loss. Similarly, hyperparamet-
ers (‘alpha’ and ‘l1_ratio’) were optimized for the
EN regression model. For both the XGBClassifier
(XGB-C) and XGBRegressor (XGB-R) models, we
tuned the number of estimators in the ensemble
(‘n_estimators’), the max depth of each decision tree
(‘max_depth’), partition criteria ‘min_child_weight’
and ‘gamma’, and L1 and L2 regularization terms
(‘reg_alpha’ and ‘reg_lambda’, respectively).

MLP model architectures were established exper-
imentally using validation data. In consideration of
computational constraints, the validation data used
to establish the MLP model architecture consisted of
20% of each non-test subject’s data (i.e. 20% and
80% of the eleven non-test subject data was dedic-
ated to validation and training datasets, respectively,
in each LOSO test fold). In both prediction tasks, the
MLP featured two hidden layers, each featuring 128
neurons, ReLU non-linearities, post-activation dro-
pout (dropout probability of 0.4) to help mitigate
overfitting (Srivastava et al 2014), and an output layer
composed of a single neuron. Further increasing net-
work depth or width tended to result in overfitting,
as evaluated on the validation dataset. For models
tasked with predicting electrode deactivation, a sig-
moid activation function was applied to the activity
of the output neuron to bound its range to [0,1].

We evaluated model performance when trained
with the three subsets of predictors described above
(table 2): the ‘Routine’ dataset, a set composed of the
15 predictors derived from routinely collected clin-
ical data (i.e. the Routine features of table 2); the
‘Routine+Fitting’ dataset, a subset which contained
the predictors of the ‘Routine’ subset as well as the 6
predictors derived frommeasurements obtained dur-
ing system fitting (System Fitting features of table 2);
and the ‘Full’ dataset, which contained all 21 predict-
ors from the ‘Routine+Fitting’ dataset in addition to
the 3 follow-up trial predictors (predictors labeled as
Follow-Up features in table 2). For ‘Routine+Fitting’
and ‘Full’ datasets, the first measurement from each
electrode was removed from the dataset to prevent
leaking ground-truth data into the feature vectors.

3.5.1. Threshold prediction
During threshold regression, models inferred a real-
valued perceptual threshold for each electrode. These
thresholds were recorded following typical clinical
procedures and were established based on a sub-
jects’ ability to perceive a phosphene at a given stim-
ulation current. In this task, recordings associated
with electrodes that were deactivated in the ses-
sion were removed, as no sensible threshold current
could be assigned to the deactivated electrode in this
case. Trials with missing data or impedance readings
of 0 kΩ were removed. Furthermore, as perceptual
threshold estimation is a high-variance procedure, it
was not uncommon to observe within-session vari-
ability of the threshold for a given electrode or for
subjects to report the presence of a phosphene in
the absence of stimulation (‘catch trials’). To account
for such sources of noise, we chose to discard outlier
samples with threshold values so far from the sub-
ject’s perceptual threshold data distribution that they
were most likely associated with erroneous measure-
ments. Outliers were discarded using an automated,
statistical method based on Chebyshev’s data distri-
bution tail bounds (Amidan et al 2005). A total of
63 samples were removed from the ‘Routine’ dataset
(1.4% of total dataset) and 60 samples were removed
from both the ‘Routine+Fitting’ and ‘Full’ datasets
(1.6%) in this process. Outlier removal was exclus-
ively performed before model fitting and evaluation
(i.e. following the outlier removal process, all model
predictions were used in our evaluations and ana-
lyses). Following outlier rejection, feature values were
normalized according to feature value distributions
observed in each training split of LOSO cross valida-
tion. Model performance was quantitatively analyzed
with the adjusted coefficient of determination (R2

adj)
and a variant of the fraction of explainable variance
explained (FEVE) (Willeke et al 2022).

FEVE ∈ (−∞,1] offers a quantitative measure
of explainable variance, like R2, while also account-
ing for variability in measurements of the dependent
variable of interest (i.e. perceptual threshold) influ-
enced by uncontrolled factors during measurement
(e.g. perceptual lapses and false positive perceptions).
FEVE was computed as follows:

FEVE= 1−
1
N

∑
ij

(
rij − r̂i

)2 −σ2
i

Var [r]−σ2
i

, (1)

where rij was the jth ground-truth perceptual
threshold measurement for electrode i in a single
recording session, r̂i was the predicted perceptual
threshold for this electrode during the session, N
was the total number of perceptual threshold obser-
vations, Var[r] was the variance of all perceptual
threshold measurements r, and σ2

i = Ei

[
Varj[rij]

]
was the expected variance in perceptual threshold
measurements for stimuli presented at each electrode
of each subject. Given that it was uncommon for
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repeated threshold measurements to be made for the
same electrode on any given day, Var[r] and σ2

i were
estimated over the entire dataset (that is, they were
not computed on a per-subject basis).

We also observed diverging perceptual
threshold distributions between subjects (appendix
figure A.1). To account for these differences in the
‘Routine+Fitting’ and ‘Full’ data subsets, we scaled
each threshold measurement according to the first
threshold measured for the electrodes of each subject
instead of directly predicting perceptual thresholds.
This transformation implies that the models fitted
to ‘Routine+Fitting’ and ‘Full’ feature sets learned
to predict changes in perceptual thresholds, relat-
ive to system fitting measurements. We found that
this enabled better model generalization in LOSO
threshold prediction.

3.5.2. Electrode deactivation
For the task of electrode deactivation, each electrode
was assigned class 1 if it was deactivated in the given
recording session and 0 otherwise. The exact time
of when an electrode started meeting the criteria for
deactivation is unknown, but the date at which it
was measured and the decision to deactivate the elec-
trode was made is known for each electrode. Trials
with missing values or invalid impedance readings
(i.e. 0 kΩ) were removed from the dataset prior to
model fitting and analysis.

In each LOSO iteration, the synthetic minor-
ity oversampling technique (Chawla et al 2002) was
applied to the training dataset to balance the num-
ber of samples from each class. All feature values were
normalized according to the distribution of the train-
ing data to have zero mean and unit standard devi-
ation.

4. Results

4.1. Factors affecting perceptual sensitivity
Figure 3 shows the absolute Pearson correlation
coefficient for the 24 predictors, organized by fea-
ture class (‘Routine’, ‘Routine+Fitting’, or ‘Full’) and
ordered by correlation magnitude. Aside from his-
torical threshold measurements (i.e. ‘LastThresholds’
and ‘FirstThresholds’), measures of electrode deac-
tivation rate and charge density limits established
at system fitting were among the predictors that
had highest correlation with perceptual sensitivity. In
terms of demographic factors, time since blindness
onset (‘SubjectTimeBlind’) and time since implant-
ation (‘ImplantTime’) had the highest correlations.

Figure 4 shows perceptual thresholds plotted
against each of the 24 predictors. Immediately observ-
able is the high degree of variability among threshold
measurements for any given predictor and the lin-
ear correlation between many of these predict-
ors and perceptual sensitivity. When fitting linear
regression coefficients between these predictors and

their accompanying threshold measurements, the
line of best fit for all but two predictors (labeled
‘ImplantMeanLocTheta’ and ‘FirstFalsePositiveRate’
in figure 4, respectively) had a significantly non-
zero slope (p< 0.05). However, such trends were not
always consistent across all 12 subjects.

Whereas previous work has demonstrated that
thresholds are negatively correlated with impedance
readings (labeled ‘Impedance’ in figure 4; de Balthasar
et al 2008), our data also highlights correlations
with demographic factors. Most notably, thresholds
tended to increase with subject age (‘SubjectAge’),
subject age at implantation (‘SubjectAgeAtSurgery’),
and time since blindness onset (‘SubjectTimeBlind’).
Not surprisingly, thresholds also tended to increase
with time since implantation (‘ImplantTime’), which
is consistent with other studies (Yue et al 2015).
In terms of neuroanatomical parameters, thresholds
were positively correlated with electrode-fovea dis-
tance (‘ElectrodeLocRho’) and negatively correl-
ated with proxy estimates of ganglion cell density
(‘RGCDensity’), which is a nonlinear function of
electrode-fovea distance.

Thresholds over time were also strongly correl-
ated with different measures typically obtained dur-
ing system fitting, such as impedance and threshold
readings (‘FirstImpedance’ and ‘FirstThreshold’,
respectively). Correlations were similar for predictors
obtained during follow-up exams.

4.2. Threshold prediction
Table 3 shows aggregated LOSO threshold pre-
diction results observed when modeling ‘Routine’,
‘Routine+Fitting’, and ‘Full’ datasets with OLS, EN,
XGB-R, and MLP models. Note that in some cases
FEVE values were even more negative than R2

adj,

because of the subtraction of σ2
i in equation (1).

Perceptual threshold estimates compared to ground-
truth for all 12 subjects can be found in appendix
figures B.1 and B.2.

All models failed to yield accurate percep-
tual threshold predictions when relying solely on
routinely collected data, as indicated by negative R2

adj

and FEVE values. Although many of these routine
predictors correlated with perceptual thresholds, the
regression results suggest that they alone do not
carry sufficient information to predict perceptual
thresholds over time.

Upon the introduction ofmeasurements recorded
during each subject’s system fitting session, the pre-
dictive power of the XGB-R increased notably (R2

adj =

0.327), more so than the linear model (R2
adj = 0.135).

Finally, when considering all collected and engineered
predictors in our models (i.e. the ‘Full’ feature sub-
set), both EN and XGB-R models achieved accurate
threshold predictions, explaining more than 70% of
the variance in the data.

The improvements in explained variance
observed when including ‘System Fitting’ and

8
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Figure 3.Magnitude of population-level Pearson correlation coefficient between each predictor and perceptual thresholds,
grouped by feature set (left: ‘Routine’, middle: ‘Routine+Fitting’, right: ‘Full’) and sorted by correlation magnitude. All predictors
had p< .05 except for ‘ImplantMeanLocTheta’ and ‘FirstFalsePositiveRate’ (labeled n.s.).

‘Follow-Up’ features can be predominantly attrib-
uted to these additional features themselves. A XGB-
R model fitted exclusively to the six ‘System Fitting’
features was observed to explain perceptual threshold
variance with an R2

adj value of 0.382. Analogously,
EN and XGB-R models fitted to a dataset consisting
only of the three ‘Follow-Up’ features were capable
of predicting perceptual thresholds with R2

adj val-
ues of 0.761 and 0.697, respectively. Despite these
comparable predictive performances, we suggest that
including routinely collected clinical features in the
‘Routine+Fitting’ and ‘Full’ datasets remains valu-
able for post-hoc analyses, such as those that follow.
Specifically, these analyses enable reasoning about the
contribution of routine clinical features tomodel pre-
dictions alongside the ‘System Fitting’ and ‘Follow-
Up’ features (figure 5) and inform us of dependencies
between all features in the context of an accurate
predictive model (figure 6).

Post-hoc SHAP analysis (figure 5, top two rows)
was performed for the top performing linear and
non-linearmodels (EN andXGB-R) and revealed that
among all ‘Routine+Fitting’ features, the XGB-R pre-
dictions were most influenced by initial threshold
measurements from system fitting, the time elapsed
since implant surgery, and the time elapsed since
system fitting (‘FirstThresholds’, ‘ImplantTime’, and
‘TimeSinceFirstMeasurement’, respectively). In these
plots, each data point is associated with a threshold
prediction from the held-out cross-validation fold
(test set). SHAP values indicate each feature’s con-
tribution to the model’s prediction, with high SHAP
values pushing the model towards predicting high

thresholds, and low SHAP values pushing the model
towards predicting low thresholds. As previously
observed in de Balthasar et al (2008), measures of
impedance were also instrumental in this model’s
decision process.

The two models, given their inherently differ-
ent assumptions about the relationships between
the predictors and perceptual thresholds, yield dif-
ferent insights into the most impacting predictors
of perceptual threshold. The most important pre-
dictor for both model types of the ‘Full’ dataset
was the threshold measurement from the previ-
ous visit (‘LastThresholds’), which is not surpris-
ing considering its strong correlation with current
thresholds. Greater values for ‘LastThresholds’ ten-
ded to influence the model towards predicting a
larger perceptual threshold sensitivity. Additional
predictors shared between EN and XGB-R mod-
els included ‘FirstThresholds’, ‘FirstImpedance’,
‘TimeSinceLastMeasurement’, ‘Impedance’, and
‘ImpedanceCV’. Of the top five predictors influencing
the predictions of the EN model, the remaining four
were ‘TimeSinceLastMeasurement’, ‘FirstImpedance’,
‘FirstThresholds’, and ‘OpticDiscLocY’. More time
elapsed since a subject’s previous visit and lower
impedance readings often biased the model towards
predicting an increased perceptual threshold.
Interestingly, a high initial threshold (measured dur-
ing system fitting) led to decreased threshold predic-
tions over time. Exclusively meaningful to the XGB-R
model, advanced age (accounted for in the predictor
‘SubjectAge’) often led to higher threshold predic-
tions in the XGB-R model.

9
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Figure 4. Predictor measurements plotted against perceptual stimulation thresholds and the associated linear-least squares
regression line. The corresponding slopes (m), p values (associated with a null hypothesis that the slope of the linear regression
line is zero), and Pearson Correlation Coefficients (r) are provided in the legend of each plot. Subplots are grouped by feature set
(‘Routine’, ‘Routine+Fitting’, or ‘Full’) and ordered by their listing in table 2. While certain predictors may remain constant over
the lifespan of the device for a given participant (e.g. SubjectAgeAtDiagnosis) as perceptual thresholds vary, population-level
trends may emerge that are important for the generalization of predictive models to data from patients outside of the training
dataset. All computed values are rounded to the nearest thousandth.

Further SHAP analyses reveal interactions
between predictors and the dependence ofmodel pre-
dictions on such interactions. Interestingly, we found
that the importance of impedance for the purpose of
threshold prediction was age-dependent (figure 6):
whereas high impedances tended to be associated
with lower perceptual threshold predictions for the
youngest subjects, the opposite was true for the oldest
subjects in the dataset. For awide range of subject ages
(between −1.5 and +2 in normalized age), electrode
impedance was not predictive of thresholds.

Despite the improved generalization achieved
by prediction of a scaled threshold value (as
opposed to the exact perceptual threshold current;

see section 3.5) in the case of modeling with
‘Routine+Fitting’ and ‘Full’ features, impractical pre-
dictions were observed in rare occasions. Notably, an
unbounded regression model output permitted the
prediction of a negative perceptual threshold, but
this was observed on a maximum of 10 occassions
(evaluated over all EN and XGB-R models).

4.3. Predicting electrode deactivation
Table 4 shows aggregated LOSO classifica-
tion results observed when modeling ‘Routine’,
‘Routine+Fitting’, and ‘Full’ datasets with each eval-
uated model. The results presented in this subsection

10
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Table 3. Leave-one-subject-out perceptual threshold regression results. Each metric is evaluated over an aggregated test set (metrics
reported as mean± standard deviation over three randomly initialized and optimized models, with the exception of the OLS regression
model, which had a non-stochastic fitting procedure). Per-subject metric means and standard deviations for the median-performing
model (as evaluated by R2

adj) of three trials are reported in parentheses. All computed values are rounded to the nearest thousandth. R2
adj:

Adjusted coefficient of determination. FEVE: fraction of explainable variance explained.

Method R2
adj FEVE

Routine

OLS −7.600 (−14.814± 16.905) −7.951 (−15.463± 19.491)
EN −1.422± .001 (−2.574± 3.431) −1.485± .001 (−2.504± 3.510)
XGB-R −.201± .036 (−1.383± 1.807) −.207± .038 (−1.321± 1.881)
MLP −3.031± .396 (−4.232± 7.330) −3.168± .415 (−4.203± 7.456)

Rout.+Fit.

OLS −15.888 (−192.366± 360.313) −15.901 (−235.667± 478.153)
EN .135± .000 (−.651± 1.478) .141± .000 (−.769± 2.206)
XGB-R .327± .068 (−.100± .369) .333± .068 (−.025± .369)
MLP .198± .032 (−.181± .408) .204± .032 (−.298± 1.436)

Full

OLS .621 (−.144± 1.213) .628 (−.199± 1.588)
EN .763± .000 (.373± .445) .770± .000 (.418± .482)
XGB-R .716± .029 (.408± .318) .723± .029 (.476± .284)
MLP .661± .014 (.215± .501) .667± .014 (.270± .560)

Note: Metrics of the top-performing model for each dataset are bolded.

include updates and expansions to those presented in
Hu and Beyeler (2021).

When predicting electrode deactivation using
only ‘Routine’ measures, subject age, time since
blindness onset, subject age at diagnosis, and
measures of neuroanatomical and device land-
marks (‘OpticDiscY’, ‘ElectrodeLocRho’, and
‘ImplantMeanRot’) were important predictors com-
mon to all evaluated models. No model was able
to predict electrode deactivation with high fidel-
ity, however, when solely relying on these features.
Introducing one or more previous threshold meas-
urements enabled these models to predict electrode
deactivation muchmore reliably. Predictive perform-
ance for the LRreg and XGB-C models increased
area under the ROC curve (AUC) values above 0.8
when system fitting features were included and peak
AUC values of 0.911 and 0.909 were observed for the
LRreg and XGB-C models when predicting electrode
deactivation using recent, historical measurements
in follow-up examinations. The ten most impactful
system fitting and follow-up features are shown in
figure 5(bottom two rows). The demographic pre-
dictor that generalized to each of these data sub-
sets and model types was subject age at diagnosis.
This measure stands out as particularly noteworthy
given its impact on model prediction and ease of
acquisition.

Initial threshold measurements and system fit-
ting parameters (e.g. initial thresholds, proportion of
deactivated electrodes) yielded significant improve-
ments in predictive performance. Electrodes with
greater initial threshold and higher electrode-fovea
distance (‘ElectrodeLocRho’) were more likely to be
deactivated in the future. Similarly, higher propor-
tions of deactivated electrodes during system fitting
pushed the model towards predicting deactivation.

In line with earlier work (Hu and Beyeler 2021),
model predictions were most influenced by recent

threshold measurements in ‘Full’ experiments. Here,
the models clearly learned the strong correlation
between recent threshold measurements and per-
ceptual sensitivity. While measurements collected
during system fitting may be helpful to provide
baseline estimates, the large fluctuations of percep-
tual thresholds over time (Yue et al 2015) limit
the long-term usability of these initial measure-
ments. Nonetheless, routinely collected measures still
remained important to the predictions of follow-up
models.

5. Discussion

The present study is a retrospective investigation of a
large clinical dataset and demonstrates the untapped
value in clinical recordings taken from neuropros-
theses. In this work, we demonstrate the prediction
of perceptual thresholds and electrode deactivation
using XAI models and the insights into measurable
factors influencing perceptual sensitivity that can be
gleaned from these models. Automating threshold
prediction using imaging and clinical data may be
an important and cost-effective strategy for retinal
implant calibration.

On a longitudinal dataset composed of data from
12 subjects with Argus II retinal prostheses, elec-
trode deactivations were predicted with AUC val-
ues from 0.520 when exclusively using routine clin-
ical measures up to 0.831 when incorporating system
fitting data and 0.911 when leveraging information
from previous examinations. Additionally, percep-
tual thresholds were predicted using routine, sys-
tem fitting, and follow-up measurements, with asso-
ciated R2

adj values of up to 0.763. An implication
of these results is that current devices require con-
sistent monitoring to enable long-term device effic-
acy and optimal predictive performance. As this
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Figure 5. SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) force plots for the ten predictors with greatest contribution to threshold
prediction (top two rows) and electrode deactivation inference (bottom two rows). All depicted data points are associated with
held-out test set predictions of the median performing model of three randomly initialized models. SHAP values indicate each
feature’s contribution to the model’s output. For threshold prediction, predictors with high SHAP values influenced the model
towards predicting greater threshold values while those smaller SHAP values encouraged the model to predict relatively lower
threshold values. In the case of electrode deactivation, features with positive SHAP values influenced the model towards
predicting deactivation while features with negative values contributed against predicting deactivation. Results are shown for
‘Routine+Fitting’ and ‘Full’ feature splits (see table 2). © [2021] IEEE. Adapted, with permission, from Hu and Beyeler (2021).

would become impractical at scale, however, percep-
tual thresholds could be reasonably predicted with
XAI-based models that solely rely on routine clin-
icalmeasures combinedwith data from system fitting.
Alternatively, the prediction approaches discussed in
this paper may be leveraged to reduce the frequency
that electrode thresholds must be manually estab-
lished. Recent measurements could presumably be

used as features to adjust threshold parameters over
short timescales between clinical visits. As percep-
tual thresholds can vary over short periods of time,
this type of automated calibration processmay extend
the usability of the device during these periods of
fluctuation. Although the results presented in this
study were based on measurements exclusively from
the Argus II retinal implant, the predictors that we
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Figure 6. SHAP dependencies between subject age (‘SubjectAge’) and impedance observed in the full XGB-R model (‘Full’).
Positive SHAP values indicate that the model was pushed towards predicting higher thresholds. SHAP magnitude indicates the
strength of the effect. For instance, the data points on the far left of the plot (i.e. the youngest subjects in the dataset) indicate that
high impedances (magenta) were correlated with lower perceptual threshold predictions (negative SHAP values). For subjects
above normalized age+2, low electrode impedance was strongly correlated with higher perceptual threshold predictions (large
positive SHAP values).

Table 4. Results for leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) electrode deactivation classification. Each metric is evaluated over an aggregated
held-out test set. Means and standard deviations across subjects are reported in parentheses. Subjects with no deactivated electrodes
were excluded from the mean and standard deviation aggregation reported in parentheses. All computed values are rounded to the
nearest thousandth.

Method Precision Recall F1 AUC

Routine

LRnonreg .232± .003 (.211± .248) .390± .009 (.517± .447) .291± .005 (.246± .283) .449± .002 (.583± .153)
LRreg .240± .004 (.218± .257) .409± .011 (.531± .444) .303± .006 (.257± .291) .455± .001 (.577± .164)
XGB-C .255± .011 (.382± .331) .438± .015 (.547± .361) .323± .013 (.346± .281) .519± .017 (.646± .147)
MLP .266± .018 (.317± .291) .411± .018 (.489± .343) .323± .019 (.315± .279) .520± .003 (.590± .132)

Rout.+Fit.

LRnonreg .511± .010 (.408± .277) .702± .023 (.579± .414) .591± .002 (.451± .311) .791± .003 (.736± .124)
LRreg .532± .007 (.420± .290) .754± .007 (.614± .410) .624± .007 (.479± .313) .821± .001 (.737± .126)
XGB-C .515± .014 (.466± .250) .780± .045 (.671± .341) .620± .023 (.540± .276) .831± .017 (.675± .147)
MLP .575± .037 (.483± .261) .570± .030 (.454± .330) .572± .029 (.439± .286) .782± .016 (.703± .102)

Full

LRnonreg .616± .004 (.545± .278) .778± .005 (.638± .398) .687± .004 (.539± .327) .870± .004 (.810± .115)
LRreg .645± .002 (.541± .270) .843± .002 (.692± .351) .731± .001 (.599± .294) .911± .001 (.814± .134)
XGB-C .636± .010 (.521± .262) .862± .006 (.715± .348) .732± .005 (.598± .292) .909± .002 (.781± .163)
MLP .669± .005 (.521± .289) .639± .048 (.554± .362) .653± .024 (.516± .329) .834± .016 (.753± .106)

Note: Metrics of the top-performing model for each dataset are bolded.

analyzed are likely highly relevant to a wider range
of epiretinal prostheses. Further, while a subset of
the derived features and conclusions proposed in this
work (e.g. the relationship between thresholds and
electrode-retina distance) are not applicable to non-
epiretinal implants, the methodologies used could
easily be extended to other devices.

Post-hoc SHAP analysis revealed the contribu-
tion of each clinical measure across multiple model
architectures and data subsets. In this analysis, elec-
trode impedance was observed as an important pre-
dictor of perceptual sensitivity. Negative correla-
tions between impedance and perceptual threshold
measurements have previously been observed in de
Balthasar et al (2008), wherein the authors suggest
that this correlation may stem from the relationship
between impedance and electrode-retina distance. In
addition, our models discovered correlations with

demographic factors, demonstrating that thresholds
tend to increase with subject age, time since blind-
ness onset, and time since implantation, which we
hypothesize is driven by the progressive dystrophy
that occurs in RP. These finding highlight the ability
of data-driven approaches to reveal patterns in large
datasets that provide support for hypotheses about
the modeled data.

Fundus photographs were unavailable for each
test session.We therefore had to assume that the loca-
tion of the array stayed stable over time, which is sup-
ported by a recent study highlighting the long-term
stability of Argus II (Ghani et al 2022).

Our models also suggest electrode-fovea dis-
tance (i.e. retinal eccentricity) to be an important
threshold predictor. As RP progresses from the peri-
phery inwards, we hypothesize that this and other
neuroanatomical markers could stand in as a proxy
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for disease progression. Suchmeasurements are easily
taken, making them readily applicable to the predic-
tion of visual outcomes using patient-specific com-
putational models (Beyeler et al 2019, Finn et al 2020,
Granley and Beyeler 2021). Incorporating this type of
clinical knowledge measured over the duration of the
study, not just from system fitting, could add more
precise specifications of features that are import-
ant for perceptual threshold prediction. However, as
our study is limited to Argus II data, future work
should focus on extending these results to other ret-
inal implants.

An additional opportunity for future work
includes studying the impact of similar clinical meas-
ures on phosphene appearance (Hou et al 2023) and
visual acuity (Spencer et al 2023), and how these
change as RP progresses (Beyeler et al 2017b). This
highlights an important direction, as phosphene per-
ception is only one step towards usable prosthetic
vision.

Explainable, data-driven approaches that enable
accurate, automated inference and yield insights into
non-trivial relationships between measured features,
such as those studied in this work, may offer great
benefits to researchers and practitioners of the neuro-
prosthetics community. Insights from these mod-
els could be leveraged by experts to further improve
diagnosis and intervention strategies (Brunton and
Beyeler 2019), transforming clinical practice in pre-
dicting visual outcomes.
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